Introduction {#s0005}
============

Theoretical and experimental work in the fields of psychology and complexity science has arrived at two separate approaches for describing how stimuli may be encoded and what constitutes a complex stimulus (see [@bb0380]). The first aims at explaining to what extent a specific stimulus can be considered "simple" from the perspective of a machine whose goal is to veridically encode and reproduce that stimulus (e.g., [@bb0115]). For example, the stimulus *ABCDABCD* is quite simple because it can be represented as "repeats *ABCD* twice," whereas *ACDDBADC* is substantially more complex because it requires more memory to encode. Within this framework, simple stimuli are therefore those that contain noticeable patterns; they permit compressed representation, are easy to manipulate and provide a basis for predicting future states. Importantly, from this perspective, "complexity" scales monotonically with stimulus disorder (entropy), as more disordered inputs are less compressible---that is, increasingly random stimuli require more memory in order to be veridically reproduced.

On the other hand, the second, more recent view (e.g., [@bb0125]) holds that simplicity/complexity depends on how demanding it is to model the underlying system that generated a particular stimulus or signal via the interactions of its states. From this perspective, there is a convex, inverse U-shaped relation between disorder and complexity. This is because highly ordered and highly disordered signals are typically generated by succinct, easily describable systems, whereas more sophisticated, or complex, systems generally convey intermediate levels of entropy.[1](#fn0005){ref-type="fn"} Note that in this latter approach, complexity does not capture how difficult it is to veridically encode or reproduce any specific stimulus or signal, but rather how computationally demanding it is to model the system or source generating that signal. As can be appreciated, the two views described above are independent, and graphs depicting monotonic vs. convex complexity--entropy relations are the subject of ongoing theoretical discussion (e.g., [@bb0160]).

There has been substantial theoretical and behavioral support, as well as some validation from neuroimaging studies, for the importance of entropy in sensory and cognitive processing, as detailed below. However, there is as yet little evidence that the human brain codes for environmental inputs in a way consistent with the second view arguing for a convex relation. The current study was motivated by the hypothesis that, from a cognitive perspective, these two properties are complementary. In the following, we argue that the human brain tracks both disorder (the degrees of freedom in sensory data) and complexity (quantified, e.g., by the degrees of freedom or minimum message length specifying a model of those data; [@bb0390; @bb0455]). This sort of dual encoding model suggests that neural sensitivity to uncertainty may vary both linearly and convexly in response to stimuli of increasing entropy. We then present a functional MRI study addressing this hypothesis.

Sensitivity to entropy is crucial for compression ([@bb0035; @bb0070; @bb0075; @bb0100; @bb0310]), prediction ([@bb0275]) and guiding adaptive behavior ([@bb0030; @bb0210]). Prior neuroimaging studies have documented neural systems whose activity monotonically tracks the degree of uncertainty in sensory inputs, particularly in lateral temporal cortex ([@bb0065; @bb0410]), the anterior cingulate ([@bb0255; @bb0250]), and the hippocampus ([@bb0400]), even in the context of passive listening ([@bb0410; @bb0415]) or passive viewing ([@bb0305]). Behavioral work has shown that humans track parameters related to entropy, such as token frequency (Shannon entropy; e.g., [@bb0040; @bb0440; @bb0445]), transition constraints (Markov entropy; e.g., [@bb0150; @bb0355]) and chaotic patterns underlying nonlinear systems (e.g., [@bb0385]). [@bb0110] and [@bb0115] adopt a monotonic entropy--complexity relation, suggesting that this sort of pattern sensitivity is grounded in a basic cognitive principle: people search for the simplest (i.e., sparsest, most compressed) representation of a given input. This approach operationalizes sparseness or compressibility of a stimulus in terms of Kolmogorov complexity ([@bb0285]), an information theoretic construct reflecting the length of the shortest computer program that can encode and reproduce the stimulus (e.g., [@bb0115]). [@bb0150] provide convincing behavioral support for this perspective in showing that series that are subjectively perceived as more disordered take longer to memorize and are more difficult to copy. [@bb0025] furthermore demonstrated that auditory series of greater entropy are associated with fewer task-unrelated thoughts.

While the above studies provide substantial evidence that the brain is sensitive to input entropy, we hypothesized more specifically that certain brain systems would track entropy in a convex manner, indicating sensitivity to complexity. Note that entropy captures only a partial feature of a temporally unfolding environment, namely the uncertainty in the signal generated by a system, rather than specifying the system itself. Researchers in the field of complexity science have quantified "complexity" in terms of the sophistication of a system\'s underlying structural configuration, whereas entropy captures the randomness or uncertainty associated with a system\'s output (e.g., [@bb0125]). This formulation of complexity has roots in early work by [@bb0265], which framed complexity in terms of the diversity of interactions among elements of a system across all levels of a system\'s structural hierarchy. More recent treatments of complexity have followed a similar trajectory: [@bb0055] emphasized the generalizability of the predictive information captured by models. Crutchfield\'s structural complexity ([@bb0125; @bb0160]) reflects the model sophistication required to specify a system\'s underlying configuration. Bayesian model selection accounts for complexity in terms of model evidence or marginal likelihood (see [@bb0390]). The evidence for a generative model relies on a tradeoff between fit and complexity, where complexity effectively measures the degrees of freedom, in terms of model parameters, needed to provide an accurate explanation of the data. In this sense, entropy represents the degrees of freedom in the data, while complexity captures the degrees of freedom used by the model to explain those data. This resonates with current neurocomputational theories of free energy minimization, where approximate Bayesian inference (e.g., via predictive coding) serves to maximize model accuracy and minimize complexity ([@bb0120; @bb0210]). These theories are consistent with the hypothesis that the brain encodes both accuracy and complexity.

Independent of the formal details, these latter approaches to complexity converge on a central principle: systems generating either highly structured or random outputs can often be specified in a relatively concise way --- that is, in terms of a model with fewer parameters or succinct schema --- while systems characterized by more intricate underlying structural interactions tend toward producing outputs of intermediate entropy and require more sophisticated models. Consequently, there is a convex relationship between entropy and complexity such that complexity is minimal in systems generating outputs with extremely low or high entropy, but is maximal somewhere between these extremes ([@bb0220; @bb0265; @bb0300; @bb0380]).

The above discussion does not constitute theoretical hairsplitting, as it offers a more detailed account of how the human brain may process sensory inputs of varying disorder. For example, neural sensitivity to varying complexity (a curvilinear response to entropy) may reflect the brain\'s maintenance of a generative model useful for predicting incoming sensory stimuli by inferring their underlying causes (e.g., [@bb0135; @bb0210]). This abstract model of the environment\'s structural configuration provides a succinct template useful for generalization and for detecting changes between environmental states.[2](#fn0010){ref-type="fn"} Interestingly, behavioral work has shown that stimuli with intermediate levels of randomness are often considered attention-grabbing, or judged as more interesting, aesthetically appealing or otherwise "complicated" ([@bb0045; @bb0290; @bb0445]). [@bb0010] formally demonstrated that series in which each discrete stimulus reduces a relatively large amount of prior uncertainty are characterized by intermediate levels of disorder; this provides a computational explanation for why such stimuli are perceived as highly engaging.

Given this motivation, we hypothesized that the degree of functional integration within specific networks of the human brain would vary according to both the entropy of an ongoing sensory input as well as the complexity of the system generating that input. To test this hypothesis, we used functional MRI to model the whole-brain connectivity networks of several seed regions while participants passively listened to four 2.5 min auditory series. Each series was characterized by a different level of entropy as determined by the transition constraints between tones. We then used planned contrasts to probe for specific entropy-dependent changes in the regression coefficients of the seed time series.

Seed regions used in the connectivity analysis were selected based on numerous prior studies implicating both the anterior cingulate cortex (ACC) and hippocampal formation (HF) in tracking statistical regularities across several modalities and paradigms. The ACC has been reported to track statistical constraints ([@bb0255; @bb0305]), as well as mediate implicit expectation ([@bb0005; @bb0050; @bb0430]). The HF has been implicated in coding for statistical properties of stimulus series ([@bb0255; @bb0250; @bb0400]), particularly probabilistic associations between sequence elements in statistical learning paradigms ([@bb0365; @bb0360; @bb0420; @bb0425]). However, several studies quantifying hippocampal responses to different levels of regularity ([@bb0305]), changes in regularity ([@bb0410]), or violations of regularity in different domains ([@bb0080]) have failed to find hippocampal involvement. Connectivity analysis serves as an alternative tool for probing how the brain processes sensory uncertainty that may capture phenomena not amenable to activation mapping, as mean activity in a region may remain invariant even while connectivity between regions changes across conditions.

Materials and methods {#s0010}
=====================

Participants {#s0015}
------------

Twenty right-handed adults (mean age = 29.9 years; standard deviation = 9.6 years; 12 male) participated in the study. Participants reported no history of psychiatric illness, substance abuse, or hearing impairments, and underwent an interview with a board-certified medical doctor prior to scanning to evaluate other exclusion criteria. Data from one participant who completed the study were excluded from further analysis because of excessive movement during the scan. The ethical review board of the University of Trento approved the study.

Design and stimuli {#s0020}
------------------

The design consisted of one factor (input entropy) with four levels. In a single MR session, participants were presented with four auditory series, each 2.5 min in length. Tones within the series were presented at a rate of 3.3 Hz. After each series, there was a 22.5 s silent period to allow the hemodynamic response to return to baseline. Series were constructed by sampling from four tone tokens (262 Hz, 294 Hz, 330 Hz, and 394 Hz), controlled for relative token frequency (25%) and the number of self-repetitions (25%). Each auditory series was characterized by one of four levels of Markov (conditional) entropy ranging from random (no constraints) to highly ordered (strong transition constraints). This resulted in four series, each governed by a different level of statistical constraints: random, low, medium, and high. The actual Markov Entropy levels of the four series were 0.81, 1.35 1.56, and 2 (see [Fig. 1](#f0005){ref-type="fig"}). Each participant was assigned a different arrangement of series so that there was no relationship between the entropy level of a series and its position in the scanning session. The sounds generated by the EPI sequence were constant across the different conditions and the volume level was adjusted for each subject so that the tones could be heard comfortably over the scanner noise.

Image acquisition and procedure {#s0025}
-------------------------------

All data were acquired using a 4T Bruker/Siemens system. Two structural scans per participant were acquired with a 3D T1-weighted MPRAGE sequence (TR/TE = 2700/4 ms, flip angle = 7°, isotropic voxel size = 1 mm, matrix = 256 × 224; 176 sagittal slices). Functional scans were acquired with a single-shot EPI sequence (TR/TE = 1500/33 ms, flip angle = 75°, voxel size = 4 × 4 × 4.8 mm^3^, matrix = 64 × 64 mm; 25 interleaved slices parallel to AC/PC, slice skip factor = 0.2, 471 volumes, 706.5 s overall scan time). During the fMRI scan, cardiac and respiration data were acquired using a photoplethysmograph and a respiration belt (Bruker), respectively. Participants lay passively while observing a fixation cross and were instructed to remain wakeful and listen to the auditory stimulus as if they were listening to music at home.

Preprocessing and generation of ROIs {#s0030}
------------------------------------

The first 15 EPI volumes were discarded to ensure stabilization of the signal, leaving 456 volumes of functional data. Four 100-volume (150 s) time series corresponding to the 2.5 min of auditory presentation for each of the four conditions were spliced from the single functional run. The functional time series were de-spiked and the cardiac and respiratory data were used for physiological noise correction according to the RETROICOR procedure ([@bb0060; @bb0230]; implemented in AFNI). Motion correction was applied to each of the four time series using AFNI\'s 3dvolreg utility. Head motion parameters for each subject were visually inspected, their derivatives calculated, and functional volumes with motion in excess of 1 mm were censored in the subsequent regression---this accounted for approximately 1.5% of the data. A 6 mm spatial smoothing kernel was applied to increase the signal-to-noise ratio of the time series.

Participants\' structural scans were processed via FreeSurfer ([@bb0170]). First, the two structural scans were averaged to increase the quality of the anatomical image. FreeSurfer\'s automatic parcellation functionality was used to derive anatomical parcellations of the cortical surface and subcortical regions for each participant. This procedure uses a probabilistic labeling algorithm that incorporates the anatomical conventions of [@bb0145] and is thus based on macroanatomical landmarks, not cytoarchitectonic maps. The anatomical precision of this method is high, approaching that of manual parcellation ([@bb0140; @bb0170; @bb0175]). Using this procedure, bilateral ACC and HF anatomical regions were delineated for each participant. These were verified manually, and then down-sampled from the original structural resolution to the functional resolution to serve as anatomical masks. As an additional check, we projected the location of these seed regions to common (Talairach) space in order to inspect the anatomical consensus. Overlap was high across all subjects, indicating good delineation of the anatomical structures. The mean time series of the functional data in the ACC and HF (bilaterally) were then extracted for the purpose of generating whole-brain connectivity maps. This was done in each participant\'s native acquisition space.

Generation of whole-brain connectivity maps {#s0035}
-------------------------------------------

Prior to conducting the whole-brain connectivity analysis, we evaluated the degree of correlation between the two ACC and two HF time series. Strong correlation between homologous seed time series (as previously documented for resting state data, e.g., [@bb0395]) would obviate independent analyses for each seed region. For bilateral ACC, the mean correlation (Pearson\'s *r*) across participants exceeded 0.8 in all conditions (mean/SD in the four conditions: 0.83/0.17; 0.86/0.08; 0.84/0.11; 0.86/0.08). Given this high correlation (which exceeded 0.9 in some participants), we used the left ACC time series as a proxy to avoid redundancy. Connectivity between HF homologs was lower (mean/SD in the four conditions: 0.66/0.25; 0.71/0.15; 0.69/0.20; 0.72/0.20); thus the right and left HF seeds were examined separately. Correlations between ACC and HF time series were low, not exceeding 0.5 in any case.

At the individual-participant level, whole-brain connectivity maps were constructed by using a seed region\'s time series as the regressor of interest in a multiple regression implemented via AFNI\'s 3dDeconvolve utility. In addition to the seed time series, nuisance regressors included a linear trend regressor for modeling scanner drift and six motion parameters. On the individual-participant level, connectivity in each condition was quantified as the regression coefficient (beta parameter) for the seed time series for a given voxel, after accounting for the nuisance regressors (see [@bb0200; @bb0205], for a similar approach). The connectivity analysis returned 12 whole-brain connectivity maps per participant: 4 entropy levels × 3 seed regions. These maps were aligned to a common template space for group level analysis as follows. First, each participant\'s structural image was aligned to the same spatial reference point as the participant\'s functional scans (using AFNI\'s align_epi_anat.py function). The resulting aligned structural image was then aligned to the MNI 152 template in Talairach space using a 12-parameter affine transformation. The transformation matrix generated in this last step was applied to the participant\'s statistical maps. All spatial registration steps were inspected and manually adjusted if needed.

For the group level analysis, connectivity maps for each seed region were analyzed separately. For each seed region, each voxel\'s data were analyzed using planned contrast coefficients (linear-polynomial and quadratic-polynomial; [@bb0085]; sometimes referred to as "trend analysis"). The linear contrast weights were − 3, − 1, 1, 3 and the quadratic contrast weights were − 1, 1, 1, − 1. This is a standard procedure for testing specific hypotheses using contrast weights (see [@bb0320]), where the sum of squared error (SS) for the group (SS~Group~) is partitioned into SS~Linear~, SS~Quadratic~ and so on, each with one degree of freedom. For each voxel, the procedure returned a *t*-value for each contrast reflecting its statistical significance. The single voxel threshold for these *t*-statistic maps was set at *p* \< .005, corrected for multiple comparisons (family-wise error alpha level = .05) using cluster-extent thresholding ([@bb0195]). We could thus identify clusters where the strength of connectivity with a given seed showed a statistically significant linear trend or quadratic trend across the four entropy conditions. We did not test for a cubic trend as we had no a priori hypothesis corresponding to this contrast. Note also that these two contrasts are not mutually exclusive and a single cluster might exhibit statistically significant *t*-values for both linear and quadratic contrasts, although this did not occur in practice.

Results {#s0040}
=======

Autonomic indices during the scan {#s0045}
---------------------------------

There was no indication that the experimental manipulation affected autonomic (cardiac and respiratory) indices recorded during scanning. The mean heart rate in all condition was 62-63 BPM (mean/SD for highest to lowest entropy condition: 62.7/9.5; 62.3/8.6; 62.7/10.1; 62.5/92). Heart rate variance was also highly similar across conditions (arbitrary units, all values within 49--50). The removal of instantaneous cardiac and respiratory effects from the BOLD data and the fact that autonomic indices were highly similar across conditions strongly suggest that any differences in connectivity were not due to potential confounds between autonomic state and input entropy.

Linear and quadratic connectivity profiles {#s0050}
------------------------------------------

The contrast analysis applied voxelwise linear and quadratic contrast weights at the group level to identify voxels showing a linear relation between connectivity and entropy, and/or a quadratic (curvilinear) relationship between connectivity and entropy, i.e., differentiating levels of complexity. Of the four possible connectivity profiles --- positive/negative linear relations and U-shaped/inverse U-shaped curvilinear relations --- only two profiles were reliably identified in the data. These were (1) stronger connectivity for auditory series of greater regularity (i.e., a negative linear relation between connectivity and series entropy), and (2) a convex, inverted U-shaped relation indicating stronger connectivity for intermediate levels of disorder (increased connectivity for greater complexity).

The linear relation, which in every case reflected increased connectivity for more structured (lower entropy) series, was associated with very different connectivity maps for the ACC and HF seed regions, as might be expected given the relatively low correlations between the seed time series for these regions. As shown in [Fig. 2](#f0010){ref-type="fig"} and [Table 1](#t0005){ref-type="table"}, for ACC, the regions identified were a right-hemisphere cluster encompassing the precentral and postcentral gyri, medial frontal gyrus and inferior frontal gyrus, a left middle frontal cluster extending to the postcentral gyrus, bilateral posterior middle temporal clusters, and a left parahippocampal cluster.

For the left and right HF seed regions ([Fig. 2](#f0010){ref-type="fig"}; [Tables 2 and 3](#t0010 t0015){ref-type="table"}), the regions identified by the linear contrast were largely subcortical, with extensive basal ganglia (lentiform nucleus and putamen) clusters identified bilaterally for both left and right HF. Contralateral connectivity between the right HF and the left middle frontal gyrus was also linearly modulated by input disorder, as well as connectivity with the right posterior superior temporal gyrus and bilateral cerebellum. Left HF connectivity scaled linearly with a right inferior parietal cluster, a left middle frontal cluster, the left insula and the right cerebellum.

Regions exhibiting convex, inverted U-shaped connectivity profiles were found for all three seed regions ([Fig. 2](#f0010){ref-type="fig"}; [Table 4](#t0020){ref-type="table"}). For the left ACC seed, connectivity was greatest at intermediate levels of entropy for bilateral precuneus clusters. For the right HF, clusters comprising the right ACC, left cingulate, left medial frontal gyrus, and right cerebellum adhered to convex connectivity profiles. Finally, the left HF demonstrated a curvilinear connectivity profile with the contralateral midcingulate.

Discussion {#s0055}
==========

An emerging theme in current cognitive and neurobiological work is that the brain codes for uncertainty, or entropy, in sensory data in order to actively predict forthcoming input and guide adaptive behavior ([@bb0120; @bb0210]). This provides strong motivation for research paradigms aimed at identifying neural mechanisms coding for environmental uncertainty. Prior work in psychology has also suggested that algorithmic complexity --- which converges with entropy for increasingly random stimuli --- may capture pattern-seeking behavior and how organisms efficiently encode complex stimuli ([@bb0115]). The current study contributes to this line of work by showing that connectivity among a variety of brain regions not only tracks uncertainty, but also varies in a manner consistent with a curvilinear relation between entropy and structural/model complexity. These findings provide support for our hypothesis that the human brain tracks both the entropy of environmental signals, and the complexity of the system generating those signals.

Beyond demonstrating that the brain tracks these orthogonal features of an input, a striking result was that, of the four possible connectivity profiles relating uncertainty to connectivity, only two occurred reliably. These were a negative linear relation between connectivity and input entropy (stronger connectivity associated with greater statistical regularity), and an inverse U-shaped profile indicating increased connectivity for intermediate levels of disorder. Another observation is that each of the seed regions concurrently displayed both linear and convex connectivity profiles with certain brain regions. This suggests that both the ACC and HF discriminate entropy and complexity levels via their connectivity with other structures.

These two connectivity profiles lend themselves to distinct functional interpretations. Neural systems in which connectivity linearly tracks input entropy are interpreted to be involved in coding for statistical regularities in the input itself or in filtering stochastic input in the context of predictive or efficient coding strategies (e.g., computing prediction error). Conversely, numerous theoretical treatments have suggested that complexity is a measure of the model sophistication required to specify a system\'s behavior ([@bb0055; @bb0130; @bb0265; @bb0340; @bb0390]). Accordingly, we suggest that neural systems in which connectivity is greatest for intermediate levels of entropy may mediate the passive, online maintenance of an internal model of a stimulus\' generator(s), i.e., a generative model used to predict incoming sensory data ([@bb0210; @bb0225; @bb0270; @bb0345]). This connectivity profile reflects the increased computational demands typically associated with modeling systems of intermediate entropy.

The finding that connectivity strength tracks input complexity is consistent with MEG work by [@bb0315], who measured magnetoencephalographic signals while participants listened to series of tones ranging in statistical structure from random to deterministic scale-like sequences. Synchronization between MEG sensors was shown to be generally weaker in the random condition and exhibited an inverse U-shaped coherence profile, such that the strongest interregional synchrony was found for the more melodic fractal (1/*f* and 1/*f* ^2^) patterns. In related work at the interface of complexity science and computational music analysis, [@bb0010] proposed a measure called predictive information rate (PIR) to account for convex responses to entropy. This metric, which is closely related to previously mentioned measures of complexity ([@bb0015]), quantifies the additional amount of predictive information provided by a stimulus at time *t* about what may occur at *t* + 1 in comparison to what could have been predicted about *t* + 1 based on *t* − 1 alone. This "additional amount of information" conveyed by the present stimulus is minimal in completely random and completely deterministic contexts---thus preserving both the curvilinear relation between entropy and complexity and capturing the commonly found inverted U-shaped relation between entropy and subjective judgments of aesthetic value or appeal ([@bb0045]). PIR, when used to analyze samples of minimalist musical pieces by Philip Glass, was highly consistent with structural analyses by expert human listeners. This work provides a compelling framework in which to interpret our findings and highlights the possibility that neural substrates sensitive to system complexity may also be linked to such qualitative human judgments as melodic quality or aesthetic appeal ([@bb0445]; see [@bb0280], for a recent theoretical review).

Beyond the implications of our results for theories of complexity and the coding of disorder, our findings have specific implications for the current understanding of ACC and HF function. These seed regions were selected based on a literature documenting their differential activity in response to manipulations of statistical regularity (e.g., [@bb0255; @bb0420]). Importantly, our results demonstrate that the degree to which these regions are functionally coupled to particular networks varies with sensory uncertainty. Prior work has shown that ACC connectivity fluctuates in tandem with external conflict demands and has implicated a highly similar network of regions to those found here ([@bb0155]). [@bb0155] examined whole-brain connectivity of rostral ACC during performance of a congruent or incongruent flanker task, revealing increased functional connectivity between ACC and numerous regions during the *in*congruent, conflict-inducing condition. The regions identified by [@bb0155] are highly consistent with the regions in our study showing increased correlation with ACC for series with greater statistical constraints (see [Table 1](#t0005){ref-type="table"}). [@bb0155] suggested that this connectivity pattern reflects response facilitation in the presence of conflicting flanker stimuli. Our results however suggest that this connectivity profile reflects endogenous sensitivity to the predictability of a stimulus, given the lack of exogenous conflict or response evaluation in our paradigm. In series with greater statistical structure, each element was highly informative of the following element, thus licensing predictive processing. This predictive coding account is supported by work showing that ACC activity may be directly linked to preparatory activity occurring prior to target presentation ([@bb0375]), and suggests that the "prediction of response-outcome" model of medial prefrontal cortex should be expanded to include implicit perceptual inference, where no explicit response is required ([@bb0020; @bb0165]).

For both left and right HF seed regions, increased connectivity with large portions of bilateral putamen was found in response to series with stronger statistical constraints. These results are consistent with reports that both medial temporal lobe structures and the basal ganglia are involved in implicit sequence learning and artificial grammar learning ([@bb0190; @bb0335; @bb0370]). Furthermore, recent work suggests that the putamen codes for probabilistic associations (in reinforcement learning paradigms; [@bb0260]) and temporal predictions in the auditory domain ([@bb0215; @bb0235]). While determining which of the two regions drives the other was outside the scope of the current work, our results suggest that statistically structured inputs spontaneously synchronize these structures. Importantly, regions whose effective connectivity with the HF adhered to this connectivity profile were very distinct from those associated with HF resting state functional connectivity ([@bb0435]). Whether HF and ACC mediate similar functions for non-auditory inputs is an open question, as our prior work suggests that different systems code for statistical features of inputs in different sensory modalities ([@bb0305]).

Of particular interest is the finding that connectivity between ACC and bilateral precuneus clusters tracked environmental complexity. The precuneus has been implicated in the maintenance of internal representations ([@bb0105; @bb0180; @bb0450; @bb0460]), while connectivity between ACC and posterior midline structures correlates with working memory performance ([@bb0245]). Increased connectivity between HF seed regions and ventromedial prefrontal cortex, midcingulate and medial frontal gyri was found for series of intermediate disorder. Importantly, these areas overlap with both the default mode network ([@bb0090; @bb0240; @bb0330]) and regions involved in prospective simulation ([@bb0095]). Our findings inform this line of work by demonstrating that, in the absence of any explicit task, the connectivity of these default regions is spontaneously modulated by the degree of structure in the sensory milieu. Some advocates of the default mode hypothesis have suggested that correlated, task-independent activity in the precuneus and ACC --- in addition to other typical default mode structures --- reflects the maintenance of an internal, probabilistic model of the environment ([@bb0325; @bb0350]). Our findings suggest that changes in the whole-brain connectivity of ACC and HF reflect a passive, rudimentary modeling operation in which internal representations are maintained or refined online, separate from low-level sensory processing.

We used a listening paradigm that lacked an observable behavioral component, a decision motivated by evidence that explicitly tracking sequential structure fundamentally affects both learning and neural responses, including functional connectivity ([@bb0185]). We opted for this approach with the intention of isolating a perceptual, or "background" process that operates by default, in absence of any particular behavior or task. This approach also allows our results to better interface with findings in the resting state functional connectivity literature. For this reason, these data cannot directly speak to the impact of sensory regularities on behavior *per se*, or how our stimuli affected attentional demands. As explanatory constructs, attention, expectation and prediction are tightly linked ([@bb0405; @bb0465]). From a phenomenological perspective, it could be that auditory series at certain levels of entropy were simply more interesting, thus drawing more attention. That is, attention could be a moderator accounting for part of the variance in either the monotonic or quadratic relations (though by definition not both) observed between stimulus entropy and the strength of connectivity. This interpretation would be consistent with early work reporting fewer task-unrelated thoughts in the context of greater-entropy auditory stimulation ([@bb0025]), indicating an effect of sensory regularity on either attentional deployment or systems mediating mind-wandering.

Future work may also investigate the relationship between input entropy and effective connectivity in lower-level auditory areas. This particular topic of inquiry is complicated by the substantial functional heterogeneity of primary and secondary auditory cortices. We have previously shown that small, adjacent regions of the supratemporal plane have highly divergent response profiles to input entropy ([@bb0415]). Presently, our choice of ACC and HF as seed regions in the current study was based on repeated demonstrations that these regions serve in tracking uncertainty or predictive processing.

Summary {#s0060}
=======

To conclude, the way in which ACC and HF interface with other brain areas suggests two functionally distinct operations taking place concurrently. Interactions between the hippocampus and basal ganglia, as well as a network including ACC and bilateral precentral regions, track input entropy directly. On the other hand, the inverse U-shaped connectivity profile associated with midline, default mode structures suggests that their function, though related to input statistics, is more abstract: this connectivity profile does not translate into a direct relation with input disorder and cannot be said to track the mean predictability of series elements or the degree to which they license prediction. Instead, consistent with current approaches in complexity science, we suggest that this system may be involved in spontaneously constructing and maintaining an internal probabilistic model of the environmental configuration driving sensory input rather than tracking the input *per se*. While the random and highly structured conditions are trivial to model, inputs of intermediate entropy are more computationally demanding to model and thus engage these midline structures to a greater extent. Specifying the detailed computations carried out in the regions identified here, as well as expanding the scope of the stimuli that drive these operations, are well-defined research questions for future studies.
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For instance, *ABCDABCD* can be thought of as generated by a system (e.g., a transition matrix) that transitions between four states deterministically (a simple explanation), while a random stimulus can be characterized by a system where all state transitions are equally likely (a similarly simple explanation).

To illustrate, a model that represents a system as "transitioning between four states deterministically" is consistent with 24 possible instantiations of actual low-entropy outputs (e.g., *ABCDABCD*... or *DBCADBCA*...). Conversely, a random source that generates a continuous series of four tokens can be represented as, "all state transitions are equally likely." These concise descriptions are insufficient for lossless compression or veridically reproducing any specific stimulus generated by a system, but are indeed sufficient for detecting a change from an ordered to a random environment. Most importantly, although the systems generating these series vary greatly in the expected conditional entropy of their output streams (2 bits in the random case, 0 in the deterministic case), both share concise descriptions when specifying state transitions. In contrast, an output such as *ABCD[AA]{.ul}BCDABCD*... has a conditional entropy somewhere between the random and deterministic cases above, but the system generating this series itself is more challenging to specify, e.g., "generates ABCD consecutively with the exception that A may repeat itself," and therefore can be considered more complex than the random or deterministic case.

![Markov chains used to construct the four tonal series used in the study. Markov entropy defines the overall degree of transition constraints, with higher entropy indicating weaker constraints. The series consisted of a repeated sampling of four tones, presented according to such constraints. For a four-state series, Markov entropy of 2 is maximal. Strength of transition constraints is indicated via line types under each graph. The proportion of self-repetitions was maintained at 25% across all conditions and the marginal frequency of each state was held at 25% across conditions as well. Thus, the conditions differed only in their transition structure.](gr1){#f0005}

![Linear and quadratic entropy-related connectivity maps, where clusters defined by a significant linear trend (connectivity profile) are displayed in green and clusters defined by a significant quadratic (inverted U-shaped) trend are displayed in red. Connectivity maps are plotted for each of the three seed regions, left ACC, right HF, and left HF. Connectivity is quantified by the regression coefficient of the seed time series in the regression model. Results are projected to the cortical surface in cases where this aids visualization. The voxel-wise threshold was set at *p* \< .005, further corrected for multiple comparisons using cluster-extent constraints (FWE \< .05). In the bottom panel, connectivity profiles from six representative clusters are plotted with error bars depicting within-participants standard error around the mean regression coefficient across subjects ([@bb0295]). Connectivity profiles from two clusters (one linear trend, one quadratic trend) are plotted for each seed region.](gr2){#f0010}

###### 

Left ACC seed region. Clusters (labeled according to center of mass) where connectivity decreases monotonically with increasing input entropy.

                             Talairach coordinates (center of mass)   Volume (mm^3^)   *T* (max.)          
  -------------------------- ---------------------------------------- ---------------- ------------ ------ ---------
  *Left ACC*                                                                                               
  R precentral gyrus         35.3                                     − 18.2           48.0         9016   − 4.885
  L middle frontal gyrus     − 29.1                                   − 13.1           47.1         5543   − 5.117
  R postcentral gyrus        49.0                                     − 7.9            19.8         1800   − 4.282
  L middle temporal gyrus    − 43.2                                   − 60.9           3.0          940    − 4.640
  R middle temporal gyrus    45.9                                     − 64.1           4.0          938    − 4.509
  R precentral gyrus         55.9                                     7.1              8.7          863    − 4.806
  R medial frontal gyrus     6.2                                      − 3.1            51.4         859    − 4.265
  R inferior frontal gyrus   48.4                                     25.1             19.6         676    − 4.667
  L parahippocampal gyrus    − 20.4                                   − 18.6           − 16.6       665    − 5.060

###### 

Right HF seed region. Clusters where connectivity decreases monotonically with increasing input entropy.

                              Talairach coordinates (center of mass)   Volume (mm^3^)   *T* (max.)          
  --------------------------- ---------------------------------------- ---------------- ------------ ------ --------
  *Right HF*                                                                                                
  R putamen                   25                                       − 4              9            4114   − 5.47
  L lentiform/putamen         − 25                                     1                16           3581   − 5.43
  R middle frontal gyrus      32                                       45               22           2498   − 5.13
  R cerebellum                32                                       − 36             − 30         1783   − 5.33
  L cerebellum                − 32                                     − 46             − 35         1117   − 5.22
  R thalamus                  10                                       − 28             0            877    − 4.71
  R superior temporal gyrus   44                                       − 54             17           747    − 4.1

###### 

Left HF seed region. Clusters where connectivity decreases monotonically with increasing input entropy.

                               Talairach coordinates (center of mass)   Volume (mm^3^)   *T* (max.)          
  ---------------------------- ---------------------------------------- ---------------- ------------ ------ --------
  *Left HF*                                                                                                  
  L lentiform/putamen          − 26                                     − 12             13           3242   − 5.15
  R lentiform/putamen          25                                       − 15             7            1401   − 4.72
  R inferior parietal lobule   33                                       − 26             27           1286   − 5.34
  L insula                     − 29                                     13               17           1001   − 4.64
  L middle frontal gyrus       − 26                                     − 3              44           760    − 4.31
  R cerebellum                 8                                        − 64             − 28         645    − 4.64

###### 

Clusters where connectivity tracks complexity for left ACC, left and right HF.

                           Talairach coordinates (center of mass)   Volume (mm^3^)   *T* (max.)          
  ------------------------ ---------------------------------------- ---------------- ------------ ------ ---------
  *Left ACC*                                                                                             
  R precuneus              36.3                                     − 69.5           37.0         1626   − 4.264
  L precuneus              − 10.2                                   − 59.9           51.3         1472   − 3.932
                                                                                                         
  *Left HF*                                                                                              
  R cingulate gyrus        15                                       − 27             38           791    − 4.64
                                                                                                         
  *Right HF*                                                                                             
  R anterior cingulate     13                                       40               0            1510   − 4.33
  R cerebellum             18                                       − 63             − 44         1371   − 4.34
  L cingulate gyrus        − 17                                     − 12             41           725    − 4.60
  L medial frontal gyrus   − 8                                      54               1            722    − 4.09
